
 

Introductory remarks about the article titled:  

Absolute Sovereign, Inheritor of All the Earth, King of Kings 

(These introductory remarks were prepared by Vincent Gillespie.  March 29, 2023.) 

 

The following article (see hyperlink at bottom of page) is really extraordinary.  Among 

other things it announces and identifies “the King of Kings,” alive in human form today, and also 

it announces the beginning of “the End of the World” and “the Last Judgment of God,” but only 

for those “who do NOT obey the Divine Will and ignore the Call of God.”  The signatory of the 

article is one Alexander Nikolaevich Paramonov, who is Russian.  He is the owner and manager 

of the largest financial fund in the world, which is backed by the largest collection of physical 

gold in the world.  The name of the fund is: Sovereign International Treasury Monetary One 

(ruskazna.su/en).  Alexander Paramonov is using that fund not to earn more money but rather to 

remake the world for the better, partly by creating a new, gold backed money system; and to help 

create the promised Kingdom of God, which will be built right here on earth in the near future.   

Note that the article repeatedly refers to Roman Law (and other Roman things), which 

could be a source of confusion.  I don’t think that those references should be understood to refer 

to the laws of present day Italy, nor to the laws of ancient Rome.  It seems that the phrase refers 

to a body of law which originated in ancient Rome and which was later modified and used in 

European countries.  (Britannica.com states [as of 3/5/2023]: “…in a large part of Germany, until 

…1900, the Roman law was in force as “subsidiary law”; that is, it was applied unless excluded 

by contrary local provisions.  This law, however, which was in force in parts of Europe long after 

the fall of the Roman Empire, was not the Roman law in its original form.”) 

Also, the article states that “…Servants or natural persons in need of patronage, 

manumission, mancipation or emancipation from the Roman Pontiff, are required from 1999 to 

2026 to choose and confirm their highest status in order to be recognized as Living in Heaven 

and on Earth, and to obtain such registration in the Book of the Living and the Dead.”  My 

reading of that language is that those of us who have not yet clearly established and shown our 

spiritual status, our worthiness of entering the Kingdom of God, have only until 2026 to do so. 

Also, the article refers to the USSR (and Russia) in very favorable terms, and indicates (if 

I understand correctly) that Citizens of the USSR “who remained faithful to the Oath of the 

USSR” are of a very special and elevated status.  This may be difficult for westerners to fathom 

because we have been taught that the USSR was a brutal, communist dictatorship in which many 

millions of citizens were tortured and died in concentration camps; and present day Russia has 

also been portrayed to us in very negative terms.  However, I think that Alexander Paramonov 

may be seeing the USSR from a spiritual perspective, rather than the perspective of how nice it 

might seem to have lived there.  Notice that Russia is a white country which has not been 

morally perverted in the way that the west has been, with children (in the west) undergoing 

irreversible sex change operations, women who have little or no interest in caring for and raising 

children, and other perversions of traditional Christian values.  I urge the reader to read this 

article with an open mind, as opposed to quickly seizing on one or more concepts that don’t 

initially seem to make sense and thereby rejecting the article out of hand. 

This article is not an easy read.  If the reader is struggling to read it, I suggest that he first 

just read through it at a good pace, even if he does not understand some or much of it, and then 

after that he can go through it more carefully.  That method may help.   

Here is a hyperlink to the article: https://uploads.strikinglycdn.com/files/1060e33b-696b-

4c45-a1f0-4182053f0e2c/Confirmation 1r.pdf?t=1678854224?id=3998429 
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